
In these programming sessions 

you will be using a micro-computer 

control device called an Evo to 

solve problems and complete 

various coding challenges. 

The coding environment, called 

OzoBlockly, will allow you to 

program the Evo to make it move 

in a variety of ways.



The OzoBlockly environment is a block-based coding 

environment that looks and works similar to Scratch. 



If you do not yet have your Evo and the matching iPad

please ask Mr. Desmond for assistance.



On your iPad open the 

Robotics folder to find 

the Evo app.

Touch the Evo app 

icon to run the app. 





This is the Evo welcome screen.

Touch the red connect button.



Power on your Evo.

Make sure that your Evo number 

matches the iPad number. 

Touch the icon of the Evo with 

the same number as your iPad. 

Connect only to the correct Evo.



Touch the Evo picture on 

screen to select your Evo. 

Let the app connect your 

Evo and your iPad.

Make sure that your Evo 

number matches the iPad 

number. The lights on 

screen should match the 

lights on your Evo.



The connect button 

will now appear green 

and will read 

disconnect.

Do not disconnect

until the end of class.



Touch the Learn icon. 



Touch the Blockly

button to open the 

Ozobot Blockly app.



This is the OzoBlockly app screen.

At this time you are not free to

choose the code blocks.

You will be asked to use only

certain blocks for now.



Using Level 2 of the OzoBlockly app create this program.

Click on the Movement menu for the move 

blocks and the Timing menu for the wait block.



Move the computer keyboard to on top of the black box.

Position Evo so that it is ready to drive across the table 

from left to right in front of the computer.

Whenever and wherever you are using the Evo you must 

be ready to prevent the Evo from driving off the table.

front



Click on the Programs button.



Touch the Run Program button.



Did Evo move forward and backward? 

What does it mean for Evo to move at speed medium? 

Position Evo to move forward again.

Mark the starting position of the wheel with your finger.

Ask for a ruler.

Run your program again. 

Using a ruler measure how far forward Evo moved.

Think about the program you just created to control Evo.



Show Mr. Desmond what you have learned 

so far about running and creating programs 

to control Evo.



Create a new program to control Evo.

Touch on the Programs icon.        Touch Run Program.



Create a new program to control Evo.

Touch on the Programs icon.        Touch Run Program.



Try the following Evo challenges on your own. 

Show Mr. D what you have done after each challenge. 

1) Go There Challenge

Make Evo travel 32 steps. 

Add one Light Effect at the end of your program.

Do not overuse the light effects it wastes coding time and 

drains the battery.

2) There and Back Challenge

Make Evo travel forward 25 steps, wait for one second, and

travel backward 25 steps. 

Add one Light Effect after moving forward and another at the end 

of your program. 

Do not overuse the light effects it wastes coding time and 

drains the battery.



Try the following Evo challenges on your own. 

Show Mr. D what you have done after each challenge. 

3) The Mixed-Up Forward Challenge

Use a wait block between each of the motion blocks.

Set the top light of Evo to a colour, make Evo travel forward 

20 cm, wait one second, set the top light of Evo to a different 

colour, travel backward 10 cm, wait one second, set the top light 

of Evo to a different colour, travel forward 15 cm, and then finish    

with a circle spin and a single light effect.

Do not overuse the light effects it wastes coding 

time and drains the battery.



Try the following Evo challenges on your own. 

Show Mr. D what you have done after each challenge. 

4) The Skate and Zig-Zag Forward Challenge

Ask for a ruler. Make Evo travel forward 10 cm using the skate block,

wait for one second, and then travel forward 10 cm using the zigzag

block. 

Add one Light Effect at the end of your program. 

Do not overuse the light effects it wastes coding 

time and drains the battery.


